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V3 Extruder Sub-Assembly

Parts Required for Assembly

Extruder Hardware Bag:
ESPRING
M3 Nut
M3x35
M3x50
(2) M3x8
(2) M3x25
(2) M3x45
(2) M4x16
(3) M3 Washers
(6) M3x30

Laser Cut Extruder Bag:
EBASE
EHFRAME
ETFRAME
(2) EPFRAME
EBLOCK1
EBLOCK2
Acrylic Arm(pre-assembled)
(2) BELTCLAMP
(2) BELTTOOTH

NEMA 17 Motor w/ Preinstalled Stainless Drive Gear

Q3D Metal Hotend (pre-assembled)



Step 1: Start extruder assembly with EBASE
ensuring that black face is facing up.

Step 2: Insert both EPFRAME pieces into
the slots in EBASE.  Ensure that the black
faces of the EPFRAMEs are facing outward

as shown.

Step 4: Locate the M3x50 Button Head Bolt, M3
Nut and (1) M3 Washer.

Step 3: Insert ETFRAME into slots in both
EPFRAMES.  Please note that ETFRAME is not
symmetrical and that the shorter of the two
sides should face outward.



Step 5: Insert M3x50 with M3 washer up
through the bottom of EBASE and through

ETFRAME.

Step 6: Loosely tighten M3 nut onto
M3x50 (it doesn’t even need to be hand
tight) and gather the ESPRING and the

other two M3 washers.

Step 8: Gather EHFRAME, (2) M4x16 and (2)
EBELTTOOTHs.

Step 7: Slide M3 washer over M3x50 so it rests
on top of M3 Nut.  Slide ESPRING over M3x50 to
rest on M3 washer then add another M3 washer
on top of ESPRING.  Set aside this TENSIONER
sub assembly.



Step 9: Loosely bolt both EBELTTOOTHs to
EHFRAME with (2) M4x16s stacked  one on top
of the other, do not fully tighten at this time.
Gather EBLOCK1, EBLOCK 2 and (2) M3x8s.

Step 10: Attach EBLOCK1 and EBLOCK2 to
EHFRAME with the (2) M3x8s as indicated with

red arrows. Slide the cut rubber X belt in
between EBELTTOOTH and EBLOCK1 then tighten
the M4x16s from Step 9.  This will ensure enough

space is left for the belt on later parts of the
assembly.  Remove belt and set aside for later.
Gather XBEARINGMOUNT, LM8LUU, (4) M3x30s.

Step 12: Bolt XBEARINGMOUNT to EBLOCK2
with (2) M3x30s and (2) M3x25s.  Please note
location of M3x25s as indicated by red arrows.
Insert M3x45 into EBLOCK2 as indicated by red
arrow.

Step 11: Bolt XBEARINGMOUNT to EBLOCK1 and
through EHFRAME with (4) M3x30s.  Gather
another XBEARINGMOUNT, LM8LUU, (2)
M3x30s, (2)M3x25s and M3x45.



Step 13: Gather NEMA 17 motor with
preinstalled stainless filament drive gear, both
sub-assemblies from Steps 1-12, acrylic arm,

M3x45 and M3x35.

Step 14: Insert M3x45 #2 into EBLOCK1 as
indicated by red arrow.  Insert M3x35 into
EHFRAME as indicated by red arrow. There
should now be three bolts sticking out the

other side (black side) of EHFRAME.

Step 15: Slide Tensioner Sub-Assembly and
Acrylic Arm onto exposed bolts.  M3x45 #2 acts
as an axle for Acrylic arm.  The lever end of
Acrylic arm rests with no tension on top of
ESPRING.

Step 14 Alternate View: Alternate view showing
the (2) M3x45s and M3x35 sticking out from
black side of EHFRAME.



Step 16: Bolt NEMA 17 motor with stainless
Filament Drive Gear onto extruder with M3x45
#1 and M3x35, do NOT over-tighten, they just

need to be snug. Finally, LOOSELY tighten
M3x45 #2. It should be loose enough that you

can push down on lever end of Acrylic Arm
against the ESPRING and the Acrylic Arm will
slide up and down smoothly without binding.
Your extruder is auto-adjusting, no need to

calibrate!

Step 17: Look into bottom of EBASE and the
stainless Filament Drive Gear should line up

with the ball bearing embedded in Acrylic Arm.
To load filament press down on lever side of

Acrylic Arm and guide filament into gap
between Filament Drive Gear and ball bearing
while power to motor is OFF or use the manual

extrusion tab in Repetier if power is on.

Step 19: When loading filament, ensure it is
feeding correctly into opening at top of hot end
as shown.  Your extruder assembly is complete!

Step 18: From the bottom, slide the Q3D Metal
Hotend into the keyhole in EBASE and slide over
to lock it into place. It is a friction fit.



Gantry Sub-Assembly

Parts Required:
GANTRY SUBASSEMBLY
Hardware Bag #2
Hardware Bag #5
Hardware Bag #8
Hardware Bag #9
ESPRING
NEMA 17 Motor
Aluminum HTD Pulley
2x Delrin ACME Nut
(2) LM8LUU Linear Bearings
(4) Zipties
XGANTRY, XREARBRACE, (2) XSIDEBRACE, XTOP,
XTOPEXTENSION, (2) XTOPBRACE, XIDLER

TENSIONER SUB-ASSEMBLY:
3/8-16 x 1 Bolt
(2) Small Acrylic Washers (SMAW)
(2) Large Acrylic Washers (LAW)
2RS-2RS Ball Bearing

Step 1: Slide (1) LAW onto 3/8” bolt then slide
(1) SMAW onto 3/8” bolt on top of LAW.

Step 2: Slide the ball bearing onto the 3/8”
bolt and slide the remaining SMAW onto the
ball bearing.

Step 3: Slide the remaining LAW onto the 3/8”
bolt to complete the assembly.



Step 1: Place XGANTRY into table.  Please take
note of the location of the hole near the center

of the piece.

Step 2: Stack XREARBRACE on top of
XGANTRY and ensure that the holes on the
left of both pieces are in alignment.  Place
the (2) XSIDEBRACE pieces into the slots

on either side of XGANTRY which will
capture XREARBRACE.

Step 4: Install (2) TOPBRACEs into either side
(one side shown) of XGANTRY and secure with
M4x20 bolts through the top side of 3U_XTOP,
through XTOP and thread into TOPBRACE as
shown.

Step 3: Take XTOP and slide it into the slots on
XGANTRY and both XSIDEBRACEs. It will be a
very tight fit.    Stack 3U_XTOP on top of XTOP as
shown. Please ensure extra care is taken during
this step so that XTOP does not get damaged
during installation.



Step 5: View of both M4x20 bolts that thread
into the two TOPBRACEs, through the 3U_XTOP

and XTOP.

Step 6: Install the NEMA 17 motor with (4)
M3x16s through XGANTRY and

XREARBRACE. For ease of running wiring
we recommend the wires come out the top

which can later be bundled with the
EXTRUDER wiring.

Step 8: Place (2) LM8LUUs on either side of
XGANTRY in precut slots.

Step 7: Slide an aluminum pulley onto the motor
shaft (leave loose).  Place XBELT over pulley.
Place XBELT over XIDLER sub-assembly and
install XIDLER by threading it into XREARBRACE.
The belt should be tight. Now tighten
preinstalled set screws in pulley.



Step 9: Secure both LM8LUUs with (2)
BEARINGMOUNTs and (8) M3x25 bolts taking
care to ensure they are tightened evenly and

that they do not rub on the 8mm linear shafting
as before with the EXTRUDER ASSEMBLY.

Step 10: Install the self lubricating Delrin
ACME nut onto the underside of XTOP with
(2) M3x16 near the already installed NEMA

17 motor.  These two bolts will thread
through XTOP into 3U_XTOP.

The GANTRY sub-assembly should look identical
to the picture above before proceeding to the
next step.

Step 11: Install the self lubricating Delrin
ACME nut onto the underside of XTOP with
(2) M3x8 on the side opposite the NEMA
17 motor.  These two bolts will thread

through into XTOP



Step 12: Slide (2) of the linear shafts WITHOUT
the drilled and tapped holes in the ends, into the
LM8LUUs in the EXTRUDER ASSEMBLY.

Step 13: Place the EXTRUDER ASSEMBLY with
the linear shafts onto the XGANTRY ASSEMBLY.

Step 15: Place one drop of super glue on the TOP (non-
toothed) side of the belt and slide the EXTRUDER
ASSEMBLY over the top of the drop of super glue and apply
pressure to the BOTTOM (toothed) side of the belt to bond
the TOP of the belt to EBELTMOUNT. Allow 5 minutes for
the super glue to dry and slide the EXTRUDER ASSEMBLY
back and forth.  The pulley, belt and motor shaft should
move freely with the EXTRUDER.  You should be able to feel
the steps of the stepper motor while moving the assembly.

Step 14: Insert the zipties into the 8 slots (two
at each end of the linear shafts) in the

XGANTRY as shown. Tighten all zipties as
tight as possible by hand.  The EXTRUDER

ASSEMBLY should slide back and forth
smoothly. No pliers are required for

adequate tightness.



Chassis Sub-Assembly
Parts Required:
Hardware Bag #2
Hardware Bag #3
Hardware Bag #5
Hardware Bag #8
MAINPLATE, (2) LSIDEPLATE, YMOTORMOUNT, 3x YMMNULL, ZMOTORMOUNT, YGANTRY, (2)
BELTCLAMP, (2) BEARINGMOUNT, PRINTBED or HPRINTBED for the optional Heated Bed
(2) NEMA 17 Motor
(2) LM8LUU
(2) 8mm Linear Shafts
YCUTBELT
(4) Zip Ties
Aluminum Pulley
(4) BSPRINGS
Z Coupler
Acme Screw

YIDLER SUB-ASSEMBLY:
(2) 3/8-16 x 1” Bolts
(2) YIDLERGUARD
(4) Small Acrylic Washers (SMAW)
(2) R6-2RS Ball Bearing
(2)YSPACER

Step 1: Slide YIDLERGUARD over both 3/8”
bolts.

Step 2: Slide (2) SMAW over 3/8” bolts, then
slide both R6-2RS bearings over the 3/8” bolts
and on top of the SMAWs.  Slide both
remaining SMAWs over the 3/8” bolts onto the
ball bearings

Step 3: Place the remaining YIDLERGUARD
over the 3/8” bolts to complete this sub-
assembly.

***TWOUP / THREEUP ONLY***
Slide (2) YSPACERs over the 3/8” Bolts which
will end up in between YIDLER and
YMOTORMOUNT



Step 1: Bolt the (3) NEMA 17 motors to
3U_ZMOTORMOUNT, ZMOTORMOUNT and

YMOTORMOUNT using (12) M3x8 bolts. Please
ensure that the wires are oriented EXACTLY as

shown for easiest installation.

Step 2: Place MAINPLATE on work surface.

Step 4: Install the YMOTORMOUNT with the
NEMA 17 attached as well as the (3) YMMNULLs
into the cutouts as indicated.

Step 3: Slide NEMA 17 motor wires through the
rectangular cutout as shown. Ensure the wires
coming out of the motor are on the bottom.



Step 5: Install 3U_ZMOTORMOUNT on top
of YMOTORMOUNT and ZMOTORMOUNT

onto the two YMMNULLs. Ensure that the
circular cutouts in ZMOTORMOUNT and

3U_ZMOTORMOUNT are oriented as
shown (upper LEFT and RIGHT corner

of assembly).

Step 6: Install both SIDEPLATES onto the
assembly. Do not use EXCESSIVE FORCE.
Ensure that the semi-circular cutouts in  each
SIDEPLATE line up with the slots for the linear
bearings and that the small indention lines up
with the Y-Axis’ motor shaft.

Step 9: Gather the YIDLER Sub-Assembly for the
next step.

Step 7: Slide the aluminum pulley over the Y-Axis
motor’s shaft.  Do not tighten at this time.  The
thicker part of the pulley with the set screws
should be facing OUTWARD.



Step 9: Align YIDLER Sub-Assembly on
YMOTORMOUNT and orient as shown in the picture.

Align pulley belt path with the ball bearings and
tighten set screws on pulley.  Install YIDLER by

threading 3/8” button head bolts into
YMOTORMOUNT. See Special Instructions for TwoUp

and ThreeUp in YIDLER sub assembly (1st Page).

Protip: The pulley can be installed backwards as long
as the belt path is aligned.  This may make it easier
to access the set screws and to attach the pulley to

motor shaft.

Step 10: Slide the YCUTBELT in between
pulley and both bearings.  Using an allen
wrench push the belt outward from both

sides.  The belt should go under both
bearing and over the top of the pulley as

indicated in Step 11.

Step 12: Flip the assembly over and attach the
YGANTRY with zip ties the same way as with the
EXTRUDER ASSEMBLY.  Attach the YCUTBELT
with the (2) BELTCLAMPs and the (4) M4x16
bolts to the YGANTRY as shown.  It is easier to
attach one side of the belt completely and then
attach the other side while pulling the belt tight.
Snip off the end of the zip ties.

This completes the sub assembly.

Step 11: Bolt the remaining (2)
BEARINGMOUNTS on top of the remaining (2)
LM8LUUs, into the MAINPLATE using (8) M3x25
bolts.



Step 13: The PRINTBED is bolted to YGANTRY
with (4) M3x30s, with (4) BSPRINGS in

between PRINTBED and YGANTRY.  (4) M3 nuts
are threaded onto M3x30s on bottom of

YGANTRY.  Adjusting the M3 nuts allows the
level of the PRINTBED to be adjusted.

Step 14: Insert the (2) 8mm linear shafts
with the drilled and tapped holes in the

ends into the holes in ZMOTORMOUNT and
3M_ZMOTORMOUNT.  Slide the entire
XGANTRY ASSEMBLY onto the linear

shafts.  Use (2) M4x8 bolts to bolt the
linear shafts to the MAINPLATE FROM THE

BOTTOM. Use (2) M4x8 bolts to bolt
HANDLE to the top of the linear shafts

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY COMPLETE!

Step 15: Bolt the Z Couplers to the Z motor
shafts.  Thread the ACME screw into the Delrin
ACME nut until it begins to raise the XGANTRY.
Back off ½ turn and then bolt the Z Coupler to
the ACME screw.  The gap created allows the Z
Coupler to flex slightly during Z moves.
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